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and line up your shot. Share this article:. We run some tests with the new version of cabelas big game pro hunts, to see if itThe
briefcase used in the Republican debate over the weekend may have been the most annoying or painfully awkward item of late,
but the one that made the most lasting impact was the bloodied T-shirt the audience at the CNN debate in Milwaukee took off
and shook it out onstage. It didn’t really matter that the shirt itself had nothing to do with politics, and we can’t say we were
really shocked that this guy ended up losing the debate. And we’re not entirely sure whether this shirt-and-T-shirt campaign is a
good thing or a bad thing, either. ADVERTISEMENT On the one hand, we agree with Scott Hennen, a contributor at The
American Spectator, who thinks this is another sign of the mainstreaming of the right. “The real question is what, if anything, it
means for the long term future of the conservative movement in the United States,” Hennen writes. “The emergence of the Tea
Party under the leadership of the new Sheriff Joe Arpaio (the T-shirt’s designer) as a very large and very visible factor in
Republican politics is another step toward that. Indeed, perhaps we can take this as a sign that Arpaio and others like him are not
only willing to raise money and get publicity, but are now drawing mainstream Republicans away from the old Washington
crowd and into a new party, one increasingly predicated on action, populism, and the politics of fear. We’ll see.” We have to
admit, though, the shirt was so offensive — even by the standards of this campaign — that we thought we had seen everything.
“This is what the Republican Party has become? This is who they elect to lead them?” the shirt said on the front. “Ask the
Million [sic] Moms and Dads in Michigan. They are fed up with you and your candidates!” Yes, this is what the Republican
Party has become. And yes, it’s a sad state of affairs when the only thing you want to talk about in a debate is some guy
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